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Abstract: Basaltic volcanic activity can vary widely in character from passive effusion through strombolian 
explosions and hawaiian-style lava fountaining to sub-plinian and plinian eruptions. The two end members of 
basaltic activity - passive effusion and plinian explosion - result from extremes of the gas content, very low gas 
contents leading to effusion of somewhat vesiculated lavas and very high gas contents causing plinian activity. 
While these extremes of behaviour are certainly of interest, the volatile contents of most terrestrial basaltic magmas 
are such that basalts are usually erupted explosively in strombolian or hawaiian-style activity. We show how the 
volatile content, viscosity and rise speed of the magma control the transition between these two eruption styles. 

Background: The processes which give rise to strombolian and hawaiian activity have been investigated by a 
number of authors [l ,  2, 33. Magma rising towards the surface on Earth usually has sufficient volatiles dissolved 
within it to become supersaturated in one or more volatile species. When rising magma exsolves volatiles to form 
gas bubbles, the bubbles are always buoyant relative to the surrounding liquid, and they rise through it at a rate 
which depends on their size. The sizes of existing bubbles increase as they approach the surface, due to a 
combination of decompression and continued volatile migration from the liquid [2]. At the same time, new, small 
(-10 pm diameter) bubbles continue to nucleate as the magma becomes ever more supersaturated at lower pressures. 
Larger bubbles rise faster than smaller bubbles and may overtake them. If two bubbles come into physical contact 
they are likely to coalesce. The exact extent to which coalescence takes place in an erupting magma is a complex 
function of its rise speed, viscosity and total volatile content [3]. It is the degree to which coalescence occurs which 
is essentially responsible for the strombolian and hawaiian natures of basaltic explosive eruptions. Fig 1 shows the 
theoretical relationship between bubble diameter and rise speed for a total magma gas content of 0.5 wt% and a 
magma viscosity of 100 Pa s. In essence, this figure shows the range of gas bubble behaviour which reflects the 
change from lava fountaining to strombolian activity. At high magma rise speeds, the gas bubbles are unable to 
move relative to the magma and thus stay strongly coupled to its motion: upon eruption, such a mixture gives rise 
to a lava fountain in its truest sense (the situation treated in [41). At low or zero magma rise speed, gas bubbles are 
able to rise by significant distances through the magma and as they rise they coalesce and form larger bubbles. The 
bursting of such large bubbles at the surface gives rise to classic strombolian activity [I] For intermediate magma 
rise speeds, the behaviour of the gas-magma mixture is more complex, with some of the gas forming large bubbles 
which rise through the residual gas-magma mixture. The energy provided by the expansion of the gas released from 
these large bubbles will not be very strongly coupled to the motion of the remaining gas-magma mixture, and thus 
the coalescence and rise of these bubbles essentially depletes the remaining gas-magma mixture of gas. 

Coalescence Modelling: Wilson & Head [3] treated the coalescence mechanism by utilising a computer program 
originally devised by Sparks [2] for simulating bubble growth in rising magmas. They added to this program the 
extra code needed to allow them to find the diameter of the largest bubble which would form by absorption of smaller 
bubbles in a magma with given material properties at a given rise speed. We have added to this program the few 
extra lines of code needed to allow us to keep track, as a function of depth below the surface, of the relative masses 
of the gas contained in the largest bubble and the gas distributed as smaller bubbles through the residual liquid, The 
depth at which the residual bubble-liquid mixture attains an average gas volume fraction of 75% (and thus disrupts 
into released gas and pyroclasts), and the pressure level at that depth, are also noted. The final velocity with which 
the gas-pyroclast mixture emerges at the surface is then found by simultaneous numerical integration of the energy 
and continuity equations between the disruption level and the surface using the computer code described in [3] and 
[51. We have run this program for rise speeds in the range 0.01 to 1 m/s, magma viscosities of 30, 100 and 300 Pa 
s and total gas contents of 0.25,0.5 and 1 wt %. In each case we used the resulting exit velocity to calculate an 
energy eficiency factor (EEF) which we define as the square of the ratio of the actual eruption speed to the speed 
which would have been attained if no coalescence had occurred. Because the height of a fire fountain is found by 
equating the kinetic energy of the eruption products leaving the vent to the potential energy they have at the top of 
the fountain, the energy efficiency factor is also the ratio of the actual fountain height expected when coalescence 
does take place to the fountain height which would have been reached by a magma with the same total volatile 
content but a sufficiently great rise speed at depth in its conduit system that coalescence did not take place. 

Results: Figs 2 and 3 summarise our results. An EEF value of 1 signifies pure lava fountaining behaviour and 
an EEF of 0 pure strombolian activity. These results show that where the transition occws depends on both gas 
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content and viscosity, lower viscosities and higher gas contents pushing the transition up towards higher rise speeds. 
Lower viscosity magma makes coalescence easier and therefore allows smmbolian behaviour to occur even when the 
magma is rising beneath the vent at relatively high rates. Similarly, if the gas content of the magma is high the 
large number of gas bubbles promotes coalescence; thus unless the magma itself rises rapidly enough, coalescence 
will occur to cause strombolian activity. Using the results in figs 2 and 3 we can predict not only where the 
transition from strombolian to hawaiian-style activity will occur but also how the fountain height will vary as the 
rise rate of the magma increases. Consider, as an example, a magma with a gas content of 0.5 wt% and a viscosity 
of 100 Pa s. If this magma rises below an eruptive vent at rates c0.01 m/s then, from fig 2, the magma has an EEF 
value of 0 and thus behaves in a strombolian fashion with discrete explosions throwing small volumes of magma to 
heights of -150 m above the vent. For an EEF of 1 (rise speeds of >0.05 4 s )  the magma will erupt in a fountain 
-617 m high. As the rise speed beneath the vent increases fiom 0.01 to 0.015 m/s there is a dramatic change in the 
activity with an unsteady lava fountain being produced with a maximum height of 210 m (EEF=0.34). A further 
increase to a rise rate of 0.018 m/s increases the fountain height further (to 400 m - EEF=0.65) and the fountain is 
steadier, by the time the rise speed has increased to 0.035 m/s the fountain height is 600 m - close to its maximum 
possible height of 617 m, i.e., the fountain is now behaving essentially in a purely Hawaiian fashion. 

Conclusions: Our results show that, while the transition from strombolian to hawaiian-style eruptive activity 
can be relatively abrupt, it is not strictly correct to consider these styles of eruptive activity as being discrete. In 
practice, magma rising beneath a vent at an increasing rate will initially exhibit discrete strombolian explosions 
which, at low rise speeds, will be infrequent but relatively violent; as the rise speed increases the number of 
explosions will increase but the individual strength of the explosions will decline. At higher rates still the 
explosions will give way to a sustained fountain which will initially fluctuate in height quite considerably but as the 
rise rate continues to increase will stabilise to the maximum height. Our model allows us to simulate this 
transitional behaviour and thus provide a link between existing models of pure Strombolian [I] and pure Hawaiian 
[4] activity. 
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